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W
hen underdogs achieve the unthinkable and 

fell the opposition, tears and champagne are 

spilt in equal measures, as those on each side 

come to terms with the shock of their team’s 

performance. 

History is rich with examples of underdogs 

exceeding all expectations and when they 

score a victory against a giant in the field it can send 

shockwaves not only through the club and community, but 

across the nation. 

Unpredictability is part of what makes sport so exciting; that 

nagging doubt at the back of your mind that, despite all the 

evidence pointing to a particular outcome, anything can happen 

on the day. In football, the Emirates FA Cup is the most famous 

breeding ground for underdog heroes; it’s what the fans dream 

of every time they pull on their scarves. And, as our memories 

are coded by emotion, stories of underdogs beating much bigger 

opponents also remain with us, often for a lifetime. They provide 

hope for us all, to dream, fight to the very end and overcome our 

most feared adversaries. But given everything that the so-called 

giants have in their favour - superstar talent and all the other 

resources a high-performing team could ask for - how can such 

unexpected and highly improbable results come about?

Some of the most memorable 
moments in sport involve competition 
between people or sides who, on paper 
at least, are an uneven match. Behind 
the romance and the excitement of 
such encounters is a battle of minds.

VOICE OF DOUBT

A large part of the answer is pressure. When a team has 

nothing to lose it is a dangerous enemy because, unshackled 

from the burden of expectation, people often perform more 

freely, creatively and even chaotically at times. This is an exciting 

situation to be in. People in this position also harness that most 

powerful of motivators – the desire to prove people wrong.

In contrast, the favourites, with their polished moves and clinical 

precision, enter battle knowing that everyone expects them to win. 

With everything at their disposal there is simply no excuse not to. 

Being part of a ‘top dog’ team, in whatever field, might be 

most people’s ideal, but it’s a position that comes with a large 

helping of fear. With such high expectations, especially when 

facing apparently easy competition, the fear of failure and losing 

face is intense. From experience I know that for a sportsman 

there is no worse feeling than failing to perform when all eyes 

are on you to win; the tension gets too much to bear and in the 

heat of the moment you choke. The fear of losing – losing your 

reputation - can be worse than actually losing the game. 

SEIZE THE MOMENT

With this negative voice playing on repeat in the opposition’s 

heads, threatening to throw them off their game, the underdog 

has a golden opportunity. I saw first hand how it was possible to 

harness this chance to improve performance when I worked with 

the legendary Shane Warne as he coached the Rajasthan Royals 

in the inaugural Indian Premier League. The side was the least 

expensive franchise in the league and as such the least fancied 

team to win that 2008 tournament. Less than two weeks after 

coming together for the first time, the new squad were pitted 

against the mighty Mumbai Indians, a team that included iconic 

players like Sachin Tendulkar. The media hype was extraordinary 

and no-one believed we had a chance.
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Shane Warne was a great player and a truly inspirational 

leader, but even he knew this was a big ask. Our young players 

had to be ready to play against some of the legends of the game 

in front of a 50,000-strong crowd in a week. We needed a plan. 

After drawing a blank with the local faith healers and 

spiritual gurus I got cracking, starting by looking hard at what 

made us stand out as a team. How could we draw on our unique 

identity as the Rajasthan Royals? During some late night 

reading I came across a fable about a boy called Rana Pratap, 

which I thought might help. Originating in ancient Rajasthan, 

it is the Indian equivalent of the story of David and Goliath, in 

which a local hero on horseback succeeds in killing an invading 

king, who is riding an elephant. Pratap trains his horse to 

mount its front legs onto the elephant and uses an extra-long 

spear to kill the king, thus ensuring his village’s safety and his 

own place in history. 

The Royals decided to incentivise their young players by 

giving what they named the Rana Pratap Award to the one who 

showed most courage in standing up to the opposition. This 

would be awarded by one of the most senior players in the side. 

The youngsters, with nothing to lose and everything to gain in 

the respect of their peers, subsequently outperformed their 

opponents in numerous remarkable tussles.

Rajasthan, as a frontier state, is also famous for its 

stunning fortresses and this too became a key strand of our 

performance identity. We integrated fortress-style designs 

into our home dressing room and the players shared stories 

of the battles they had won at their home clubs. The result of 

all these efforts was that we successfully defended our home 

ground with a 100 per cent record and brought home the first 

IPL trophy, truly against all odds.

FORGET RANKING

A key theme emerging here is that successful underdogs 

have found an edge in their strategies, histories or territories 

that others can’t see. With nothing to lose and everything to 

gain they are fearless, knowing that every match presents an 

opportunity to create history. 

The top dog, meanwhile, has little more to look forward to 

than another three points and much more to lose. Given that 

humans are predisposed to fear loss rather than enjoy gain, 

this negative thinking can cause things to go very wrong.

Motivation may be a problem too, because whereas 

underdogs are driven by the need to prove people wrong, for 

top dogs it’s more about mastery, innovation and the desire 

to push the boundaries. This highly skilled band of brothers will 

set themselves an ambitious challenge and hold each other 

accountable until it’s reached and their gaze needs to be 

forward looking and clinical around the factors that guarantee 

their success. Up against a smaller, seemingly less challenging 

opponent, it may be difficult to get fired up to perform this 

quest in order to perform at their best.

Whether they are fearlessly challenging from below or 

cautiously competing from the top, there will be a set of 

principles that underpin each side’s best game and each must 

be able to understand and harness their emotions and thinking. 

Focus, as ever, is key, so while the media create the drama, 

each team member’s mind must be on the next touch, finding 

space and delivering to the plan that everyone agreed in 

training. In essence, they must forget about whether they 

are expected to win or lose, shake off the human emotions 

that accompany those expectations and follow the process 

of delivering their best game, irrespective of who they are up 

against. Do this and more often than not the team will get 

what it deserves.

Jeremy Snape is a former England cricketer and  

non-executive director of the LMA. For more information on 

Jeremy's work at Sporting Edge visit www.sportingedge.com 

or follow Jeremy @thesportingedge

“Successful underdogs have  

found an edge in their strategy,   

history or territory  

that others can’t see”

The origins of the term ‘underdog’ are not clear, but some dictionaries trace it back to hunting references in 

the 1880s. While the ‘top dog’ would go for the jugular of its prey, the subservient underdog would have to try 

its luck at the midriff of the animal, risking being trampled in the process. Everyone likes a trier.

'UNDERDOG' Discover 21six today 
Visit 21six.com

Get expertise on your side with 21six
At 21six Sport, we provide you with what it takes to achieve your 
marketing objectives – supporting you at every stage, from plan to execution.  
With game-changers in every position, we’re the full service agency 
that delivers winning results, time and again. Stand out with 21six Sport,  
and stand apart with a bold, brave approach.

BE BOLD. BE BRAVE.
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